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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to amend the notion of computability employed 
in proofs of strong normalization, so as to make it work also for systems which 
include a surjective pairing. To facilitate comparison with existing proofs (i.e. 
for systems without surjective pairing), we work with the system N-HA: as 
it is formulated in Troelstra [1973], and roughly follow the set up of the proof 
of strong normalization of N-HAW given there in the $5 2.2.12-2.2.19 and 
2.2.30-2.2.31. Notations, terminology, etc. not defined here are taken from 
Troelstra [1973] (further referred to by [Tr]). 
The new definition of computability has an extra clause for the product types 
of course. But apart from that, it deviates from the usual definitions in two 
more respects. First, the computable terms are explicitly required to be strongly 
normalizing. Secondly, by the very form of the computability conditions it is 
enforced at once that computability is preserved under reduction. 
The first deviation is not an essential feature, but merely a matter of taste. 
The proof would not change much if one adopted the usual strategy of 
requiring strong normalization only at the ground type 0, and then seperately 
proving the implication 
computable = strongly normalizable 
for the higher types. 
As to incorporating strong normalizability and closure under reduction in the 
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computability conditions, the notion of computability employed here resembles 
that in de Vrijer [1975]. For the I-based theory with surjective pairing, but 
without recursion, the method used there can be adapted to yield a proof of 
strong normalization that is simpler than the one given here. In an Automath 
setting such a proof is presented in van Daalen [1980], p. 294 ff. 
We give our proof for the combinatory and the A-based versions of N-HA; 
together. Those who are only interested in one of both versions can just leave 
either the combinators or the J. ‘s out. 
THE SYSTEM N-HA; 
The types of N-HAT are built up from the ground type 0 by finite iter- 
ations of the operations of forming thefunction type (a)/3 and the product type 
(Y x/I from the types a and p. The terms of N-HA; all have a unique type. 
The notation t E o is used to indicate that t has type cr. The atomic terms are 
(with Q, cr, r arbitrary types): 
- the variables x”, uO, zU, . . . E a; 
- the combinators IIQ,o E (e)(o)@ and Ce,g,,r E ((e)(dM?bk4r; 
- the constants 0 (zero) E 0, S (successor) E (0)O and the recursor 
R, E @MoW)o)W~; 
- the pairing and projection constants DO,r~ (o)(r)0 x T, D&E (o x r)o and 
Di, 5 E (a x r)r. 
The term forming rules are: 
- application: if t E (a)t and s E o, then ts E t; 
- abstraction: if t[x”] E r, then Lx”. t[x”] E (a)~. 
Then N-HA: has the following contraction rules: 
- II,, flf2 car tl; Ce,4r flf2f3 contr tlt3U2t3); 
- R,tl t,O contr tl; R,tl t2(St3) contr t2(Rotl t2t3)t3; 
- D&(Do,,tLt2) contr t,; D&(D,,tlt2) contr t2; D,,(D&t)(D&t) contr t; 
- (Ax”. t[xO])s contr t[s]. 
As in [Tr] we use the notations >, and 1 for the one step reduction relation 
which is generated by contr and for the reflexive and transitive closure of > i 
respectively. 
Some extra terminology: a term t is called strongly normalizing (SN) if all 
its reduction sequences are finite. If so, by h(t) is denoted the length of a 
reduction sequence of t of maximal length (= the height of the reduction tree); 
and by v(t) the maximum of the set {in N I(Zt’)(tzSit’)}. 
COMPUTABILITY AND STRONG NORMALIZATION 
A notion of computability, C, is defined for terms of N- HA,W by induction 
on the typestructure. C, denotes the computable terms of type o. 
DEFINITION 1. C,(t) iff the following three clauses are satisfied. 
(i) t is SN. 
(ii) If cr=(a)P and t?t’and SEC,, then t’seCg. 
(iii) If a=axp and trDt’t”, then t’eC, and tNECg. 
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In a series of lemmas we now establish some obvious closure properties of 
C and list a few basic implications that can be used in proving that certain terms 
are computable. 
LEMMAS. 
(i) C(t) & trt’*C(t’). 
(ii) Any term which is formed by repeated applica-ion from computable 
terms is computable. 
(iii) If t E 0, then W(t)* C(t). 
(iv) If t=xt,...t, (n>O), then SN(t)*C(t)(w(Vi~n)SN(ti)). 
(v) W~)WE w 
(vi) If t E (ai) . . . (a,&, then 
(vii) Let either t E 0 or t E (Y x /I. Then 
(a) if t=Dt’t”, then C(t’) & C(P) & (Vs)(t>,s*C(s))*C(t). 
(b) if t is not of the form Dt’t”, then (Vs)(t > ls* C(s)) * C(t). 
(viii) Let t E (Y xp, then C(D’t) & C(D”t) 3 C(t). 
PROOFS. (i), (ii) and (iii) are obvious (for (iii) just observe that the clauses (ii) 
and (iii) of the definition of C do not apply). 
(iv) Assume t E r and apply induction on r. We need only verify the clauses 
(ii) and (iii) of definition 1. Observe that if t 1 t’, then t’ will have the form 
xt; . . . t; with ti2 t,f (15 is n). So if r = cy x p, then clause (iii) of the computa- 
bility definition does not apply. That leaves the case that s=(a)p. Let SEC,. 
Then, as t;... t; and s are all SN and t’srxt; . . . tis, also t’s is SN and hence 
C(t’s) follows by the induction hypothesis. 
(v) For each type cr we have x0 E C,. 
(vi) This is proved by induction on n. Note that t is SN since txf’ . ..x? is, 
as C(txal . ..x.““) follows by (v) and the assumption. For the case n = 1, assume 
(Vtl E C,,)C(ttl) and let tz t’ and SEC,,. Then also tsk t’s and hence the 
computability of t follows since C is closed under reduction by (i). The 
induction step is trivial. 
(vii) Of course t is SN iff each s such that t> is is SN. Furthermore 
t?Ds’s” iff either t=Ds’s” or sz Ds’s” for some s such that t> is. 
(viii) SN(t) follows from SN(D’t). Assume t? Dt’t”. Then D’tr 
zD’(Dt’t”)> i t’ and C(t’) follows from C(D’t) because C is closed under 
application (lemma (ii)). Similarly C(Y) follows from D”t. 0 
We now first prove that all terms that can be formed without employing the 
rule of A-abstraction are computable. The terms that include L-abstraction will 
be treated afterwards. 
THEOREM 1. Any term t of N-HA; which does not contain l-abstraction is 
computable. 
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PROOF. We proceed as in [Tr] 0 2.2.19, by proving that all atomic terms are 
computable. The theorem is then implied since C is closed under application by 
lemma (ii). 
(i)-(ii) C(0) and C(S) are immediate. 
(iii) C(fl.,). Let 
II,, b..t,~~ or II,, t 
tr, . . . t, be computable terms such that either 
r . . . t, E a x /?. By lemma (vi) it is sufficient to prove 
wl,T t1 *-* t,). This we do by induction on h(tl)+ . . . +h(t,). Assume that 
n,, tl . . . t, > ls. Again, by lemma (vii)(b), it is sufficient to prove C(s). There 
are two cases to consider. 
- s=t1t3... t,. Then C(s) follows by lemma (ii). 
-s=n S] . ..s., and (S)(ti> rSi & (Vj~n)(j#i*Sj~ tj)). Then C(S) follows 
from “;he induction hypothesis. 
(iv) C( C,,,) is proved similarly. 
(v) C(X”) was proved in lemma (iv). 
(vi) By induction with respect to the ordered pair ( v(t3), I@,) + . . . + h(t,)) 
we prove that if t, . . . t,, are computable terms such that either R, t, . . . t,, E 0 or 
R,t, . . . tnEax/3, then C(R,t,... t,). From this C(R,) follows by lemma (vi). 
Again it is, by lemma (vii)(b), enough to prove that C(s) if RotI . . . t,> ,s. We 
distinguish three cases. 
- t3=0 and s=t,t4... tn. Then C(s) follows by lemma (ii). 
- t3 = St, and s= t2(Rtl t2tO)t4.. . t,, . As t,, t4, . . . , t, are computable by assump- 
tion, it will by lemma (ii) suffice to show C(Rtltzto). To that purpose 
observe first that C(t3) implies SN(St,), hence SN(to), hence C(t,). Then, 
since v(to) < v(Sto), the induction hypothesis can be applied to R, tl t2t& . . . t; 
with t;... th any computable terms of the correct types, yielding 
C(R,tlt2tot;... t;). From this C(R,t,tzto) follows by lemma (vi). 
- s=R,s, . . . S, and (Z)(ti> rsi & (Vj~n)(j#i*sj= tj)). Then, regarding the 
fact that v(tj) cannot increase under reduction of t3, C(s) follows from the 
induction hypothesis. 
(vii) We show that C(D&. By lemma (vi) it is sufficient to prove C(Dt’t”) 
for t’e C, and t”E Cr. This is done by induction on h(t’) + h(P). Now, as C(t’) 
and C(Y) already hold, by lemma (vii)(a) we need only verify that C(s) if 
Dt’t”>ls. There are two cases. 
- t’=D’s and t”=D”s. Then C(s) follows by lemma (viii). 
- s=Ds’s” and either s’= t’ and t”> ts” or t’> rs’ and s”= t”. Then C(s) 
follows by the induction hypothesis. 
(viii) C(D&). For let t,, . . . . t, be computable terms such that either 
D&t, . . . t,,eO or D&t,... tn E (r x j?. The computability of DA,, can then be 
concluded from C(D;, ,tl . . . t,), which we prove by induction on h(t,) + . . . + 
+ h(t,J. Assume D&t, . . . t,> rs and distinguish two cases. 
- t,=Dt’t” and s=trt2... t,. Then C(P) follows from C(t,) by clause (iii) of the 
computability definition and hence C(s) by lemma (ii). 
- SD&S, . . . s, etc. (see above). 
(ix) C(D;.,) is proved similarly. 0 
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Now for the treatment of L-terms we need the stronger notion of computa- 
bility under substitution, C*. 
DEFINITION 2. C*(t)o for each substitution of computable terms of the 
appropriate types for occurrences of variables free in t, the resulting term is 
computable. (Cf. [Tr] !j 2.2.30.) 
THEOREM 2. C*(t) for each term t of N--HA;. 
PROOF. Again it is appropriate to prove the theorem by induction on the 
structure of t. It is obvious that C*(t) is closed under application, since C is. 
(i) For constants C* and C means the same, because there are no variables 
for which to substitute. So we already know that 0, S, fl,,, C,,,, R,, Do,,, 
DA,, and D& are all C*. 
(ii) Substituting a computable term t for the variable x” in x0 results in the 
computable term 1. Substituting nothing for xc in x0, the result is x0, already 
shown to be computable. Hence also variables are C*. 
(iii) Since, as we pointed out above, C* is closed under application, it 
remains to be shown that Ax. t[x] E C* can be derived from the assumption 
that t[x] EC*. Let Ax. t’[x] be obtained from Ax. t[x] by substituting some 
computable terms; and let t,, . . . . t, be computable terms such that either 
(Ax* t’[x])t, . . . t,EO or (Ax.t’[x])t,... t, E a xp. Notice that t’[x] EC follows 
from our assumption that t[x] EC*. So we are allowed to apply induction on 
h(t’[x]) + h(t,) + . . . + h(t,) in order to prove that (Izx. t’[x])t, . . . t, E C. By 
lemma (vii)(b) it is sufficient to prove that C(s) if (Ax. t’[x])t, . . . t,> is. There 
are three cases to be distinguished. 
- s=t’[t,]tZ... tn. Now observe that t’[t,] can be considered as the result of 
substituting some computable terms for free variables in t[x] (namely those 
which were substituted to obtain t’[x], plus tl). So our assumption that 
t[x] E C* implies t’[tl] E C. Consequently C(s) follows by lemma (ii). 
- t’[x] = t”x, x does not occur free in t” and s= t”tl . . . t,. Observe that t”tl can 
be obtained by substituting tl for x in t’[x], so this case reduces to the 
previous one. 
- s=(AX*t”[X])t;...t:,, obtained from (1x. t’[x])t, . . . t, by performing one 
reduction step either within t’[x] or within one of the ti’s. Then C(s) follows 
by the induction hypothesis. 0 
COROLLARY. In N-HA; all terms are strongly normalizing. 
PROOF. Immediate by theorem 2. Cl 
NOTE. In Troelstra [1986] this result is obtained in a different way, viz. by 
reducing it to strong normalization for N--E&IO (i.e. N-HAP without 
pairing). 
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NOTE. This paper is based on a privately circulated note, written in 1982 to 
answer a question posed by J. Lambek and P. Scott. They needed the result for 
their monograph [1986]. I would like to thank H.P. Barendregt and J. Diller 
for their comments. 
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